
1. Introduction
• Why User Simulator (US)?
Training of multi-turn dialog agent faces unavoidable obstacle: 
(1) It’s hard to decide the best action for a single turn.
(2) Annotated dialogue corpora are often unavailable. 
To addressing these, it’s popular to train an agent with RL algorithm
and a user simulator as training environment.  

• What are the challenges for User Simulator (US)? 
(1) Traditional US: 
Based on rules and lack response diversity.  
(2) Data-driven US: 

Better in diversity but suffer from data scarcity.

• How do we solve the challenges?
(1) We design a new corpus-free framework that taking advantage 
of both two above user simulators’ benefits.
(2) We propose a State2Seq model by introducing the attention 
mechanism and to model user behavior better.
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3. State2Seq User Simulator
To generate better response, our State2Seq user simulator model leverages attention over dialogue state and history.
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2. Framework Overview
The framework builds a new State2Seq user simulator with no 
data but only a few templates. 

Feature Description

Constraint Status
whether user constraint slots 
have been informed by user

Request Status
whether user request slots have 
been satisfied by agent

Slot Consistency
whether the slot values provided 
by agent are consistent to user 
constraints

Dialog Status
Dialogue status of success, failed 
and no outcome yet

Evaluation of agent policy trained by different user model. Results above 
dash-line are from our model, which achieve best performance in most task.

Human evaluation of trained agent

Analysis of agent models’ overfitting to training environment.

Evaluation of user simulator model

State Features

• Evaluation of trained agent policy. • Evaluation of trained agent policy.

Agents are likely to overfit to 
rule-based user simulator 
environment.

Visualization of attention.


